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ABSTRACT

This essay is the first interdisciplinary account of literary and non-fictional responses to the Italian Centre – a mixed-use development in Glasgow City Centre - since its inception and completion in the 1980s and 1990s. The essay argues that this early and important example of Glasgow City Council’s regeneration of the Merchant City district became a contested terrain for historic and emerging ideas about civic and national identity, cosmopolitanism and social inclusion. By examining a range of little-studied narratives – novels, architectural reviews, city marketing, interviews with the architect, visual narratives and autobiographies - I consider how these narratives promote or critique the ‘culture-led regeneration’ that the Centre embodied.

Introduction

This essay will explore a range of literary and architectural narratives that represent and reshape the city of Glasgow through its historic and contemporary associations with Italian culture. It will focus, in particular, on the diverse and conflicting representations of the Italian Centre, a mixed-use development of flats, shops, cafes and restaurants that was an early and important example of Glasgow City Council’s regeneration of the ‘Merchant City’ district. By examining a range of little-studied narratives about the Italian Centre – architectural reviews, advertising and sales material by property and other commercial agents, interviews with the architect, as well as novels published in the early twenty-first century – I will consider how these narratives promote, analyse, or critique the social implications of the ‘culture-led regeneration’ that the Centre apparently embodied. I will also briefly compare these representations with several semi-autobiographical narratives about historic Italian-Glaswegian identities and cultures, and particularly the functional and symbolic role of the café. By thus examining texts written outside the geographic and cultural ‘Centre’ of Glasgow, I will locate counter-narratives about urban regeneration and the formation of civic and national identities.
Culture-led urban regeneration in Glasgow and the Italian Centre

The ideals, and the outcomes, of urban regeneration policies in Glasgow during the 1980s and 1990s have been well-examined from a number of disciplinary perspectives, notably cultural policy, urban studies, geography, sociology, and architecture.¹ As Franco Bianchini has noted, the new focus of many city decision-makers on ‘cultural industries’ including fashion, design and tourism was a response to the decline of various industrial sectors, such as shipbuilding and manufacturing. Instead, ‘a lively and cosmopolitan cultural life was increasingly seen as a crucial ingredient of city marketing and internationalisation strategies’.² Many of these scholars have criticised the focus on civic boosterism and branding – such as the ‘Glasgow’s Miles Better’ campaign in 1983 – and the creation of an urban mythology through a sanitised, image-driven presentation of local urban features, such as the tenement and the river Clyde.³ While the 1988 Garden Festival and, in particular, the 1990 European City of Culture awards have been rightly perceived as pivotal to changing international images of Glasgow, the social realities of poverty remained. Some of the first culture-led regenerative projects, such as the Burrell Collection, produced employment opportunities, but many of them were low-paid, casualised jobs in the tourism and catering sectors.⁴

The use of language in the city marketing campaigns clearly indicates that ideas about what constituted ‘culture’ were at stake, and to whom this culture belongs. Glasgow was, the first city to use the ECOC as a catalyst to accelerate urban regeneration, which resulted in an ambitious programme of cultural activity with an unprecedented level of funding from local authorities and private sponsors...[there was an] emphasis on using a wide definition of culture, comprising not only the arts but other elements that reflected Glasgow’s identity, such as design, engineering, architecture, shipbuilding, religion and sport.⁵

As Northall has observed, there were different imperatives amongst the ‘artistic elite’ or the producers of culture such as writers and musicians, and ‘culture prescribers’, or planners and policy-makers, who sought social, economic and environmental improvements via cultural initiatives. Moreover, ‘culture’ comprised both established canons and institutions of cultural
value and the ‘cultural industries’. In all cases, though, the definitions of cultural value were largely formulated by middle-class professional decision-makers. These different cultural discourses combined in new and various ways in the 1980s and 1990s.6

The re-branding of the inner-city downtown area – where the Italian Centre is located on Ingram, John and Cochrane Streets - as ‘Merchant City’ began in the 1980s, when funds were invested by the Scottish Development Agency in developing inner cities.7 The particular re-branding of ‘Merchant City’, a name that alluded to the eighteenth and nineteenth-century banks, townhouses and factories of the area, paid homage to an idea of a city of entrepreneurs. However, it elided the global slave trade which underpinned this activity, despite the remaining urban/textual traces, including street-names such as Jamaica Street.8 In the 1980s, many regeneration projects such as the Italian Centre were co-funded by the public sector and private financiers, or latter-day entrepreneurs. Critics including Graeme Evans have argued that the economic benefits of culture-led regeneration were the focus of these 1980s schemes, although in future years arts-based projects which ‘address social exclusion, the ‘well-being’ of city residents and greater participation in community life’ and ‘their symbolic potential, such as heritage and identity’ became more prominent.9 Thus, the Italian Centre – which was completed in 1990 - developed in a rapidly shifting urban policy context which promoted a flexible definition of culture, drawing on local, national and international conceptions of high and popular art, aiming to attract various users, and influenced by a range of marketing and promotion discourses, Furthermore, the Italian Centre’s self-consciously international or cosmopolitan image underlined the global nature of city branding, which sought international investment.10

The role of architecture in Glasgow’s culture-led urban regeneration was contentious and produced many competing narratives in the architectural press, scholarly works, local newspapers, and policy statements from a range of organisations. The editors of Architects’ Journal, opining on Glasgow’s ECOC success, declared that its international competitiveness was informed by its architectural regeneration: ‘the buildings that once seemed the useless relics of a former age find new roles in determining a city’s identity and character’.11 The urban literary scholar, Johnny Rodger, and the architectural historian Miles Glendinning, have both noted that, during the ‘new urbanism’ of the 1980s, a postmodernist ethos produced a focus on restoring tenement and other historic buildings, following the slum clearances, and the development of new towns, in earlier decades.12 The ‘postmodern’ emphasis on mixed use developments, and design features such as ‘facades, decoration and
eclecticism’ was particularly evident in the Merchant City area – and in the Italian Centre - where many disused warehouses and offices were converted into multi-purpose spaces containing apartments, shops, cafes and restaurants. There were also criticisms of this approach as nostalgic and inhibiting new design: for example, one newspaper article on ‘The regeneration game’ – which was prompted by the Italian Centre’s win of the Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland’s ‘Supreme Regeneration Design Award’ in 1992 indicated that ‘the anti-conservationist lobby…argue we have ceased to look to the future, that progress is stifled…too many buildings are listed’. Indeed, Rodger criticised this approach to regeneration as a ‘piecemeal’ one which created an ‘opposition’ between ‘buildings’ and ‘people’, by focusing on Glasgow’s ‘urban’, rather than its ‘civic’, identity. In other words, Rodger claimed that design decisions by paternalist city planners and architects were disconnected from citizens’ lived uses of buildings.

The designers of the Italian Centre, Page and Park Architects, were responsible for several Merchant City regeneration projects during this period, including the re-design of the Glasgow Cathedral precinct on the nearby High Street, and 178-190 Ingram Street, which adjoined the Italian Centre. These developments included a number of features that would prove important for the vision of the Italian Centre: the use of commissioned artworks to create a visual narrative of Italy, pedestrianisation to enable citizens to navigate and re-imagine urban space, and the space of the café to promote a cosmopolitan atmosphere. All of these themes are taken up and explored in the textual representations of the Italian Centre.

**Italia / mini-Milan / the Italian Centre**

The Italian Centre was one of the first major developments in the regeneration of Merchant City, and was developed from semi-derelict listed warehouse buildings. It consists of a large courtyard, modelled on the form of an Italian palazzo, which remains open to the street; shops and café units that face the courtyard and streets, a covered inner walkway (modelled on a Bologna portico) and individual apartments on the upper floors. A number of different regions, themes and historical moments of Italian culture were embedded in the design, including statues of mythical entities such as Mercury to represent classical Rome, Futurist artworks, a café, and designer shops to evoke the modern fashion centre of Milan. Hence, the architects took a postmodern, eclectic approach to their interpretation of Italian culture.
In this section, I will examine the marketing of this ‘Italianness’, its relation to theories of cosmopolitanism, and the ways in which these discourses are questioned or undercut by a range of literary voices. In the architectural press, Dan Cruickshank’s was one of several reviews that presented the Italian Centre as an exemplary case of regeneration, and also foregrounded the narrative quality of such accounts: ‘the story behind the development is complex, but it is worth summarising for it is a story worth imitating’. The ‘stories’ of regeneration that will be foregrounded in this essay include the account of the architect, David Paton, relayed to me in an interview. The Italian Centre has also appeared as a motif in three recent works of Glaswegian crime fiction: Karen Campbell, *The Twilight Time* (2008), Liam McIlvanney, *Where the Dead Men Go* (2013) and Alex Gray, *The Bird that did not Sing* (2014). While the Centre only features briefly in these works, it carries a range of symbolic meanings that reveal contemporary preoccupations about new forms of urban regeneration and cosmopolitanism, and the ruptures between city branding of places and the lived experience of many citizens. The novels feature multiple characters from a wide cross-section of Glasgow, and the ensemble casts are linked by a police officer or journalist, whom I will refer to as a ‘situated protagonist’. Within the novels, the situated protagonists are simultaneously actors, *flaneurs* and philosophers, moving seamlessly between classes and districts, outlining detailed walking routes and place-names, while also being highly skilled at interpreting many different forms of representation – advertising slogans, emails, newspaper stories and architectural details, which are all inserted into the texts. For example, Campbell’s novel juxtaposes slogans from city marketing campaigns about culture-led regeneration, with accounts of the actual uses of city spaces. Her situated protagonist, policewoman Sergeant Anna Cameron, observes of Blythswood Square: ‘used to be a pecking order depending on your position on the hill, but it’s all junkies now…lots of foreign lasses too now – from the Balkans and all that. City of *Culture*, us. City of Shite more like’- and of a building by Alexander Greek Thomson, ‘part of *smart successful Scotland*’s architectural heritage’, that it ‘was given over to ‘a hairdresser and an [Italian] ice-cream shop’. Campbell thus observes that the ‘foreign’ populations are often trapped in a poverty-ridden cycle of low-paid work, drug abuse and prostitution; nevertheless, their physical presence transforms these locations and challenges the rhetoric of regeneration.

The novels’ mosaic of stories, then, reflects the sum of the city’s experiences, which are situated within recent and upcoming regeneration projects, and are particularly concerned to question official stories, and the links between nation and representation. In the passage
below from McIlvanney’s novel, the narrator imagines that the elevator of the re-developed Princes Square – another urban renewal project, from 1986 – is a microcosmic image for Glasgow’s narrative of regenerative progress.26

You couldn’t live in Glasgow through the Nineties and not feel that the place had changed, that the city had shed its skin of soot and been born anew in a blaze of yellow sandstone. The glassy towers round Charing Cross, the Concert Hall on Buchanan Street, the Versace store in the Italian Centre; they hoisted us clear of the past. Riding upward on the escalator in Princes Square you could feel that you had left it all behind, the gangs and the grime, the ice-cream wars, the maudlin squalor.27

This brief passage summarises some key themes and symbols of the official stories that will be examined in this essay: the cleansing and ‘re-birth’ of buildings, tall architectural forms that remove citizens from the streets to an ideal city, the alignment of the Italian Centre with high culture (‘the Concert Hall’), and a reference to the long-standing Italian-Glaswegian community (‘ice-cream wars’) which is juxtaposed with ‘gangs and grime’.28 Thus, the Italian motif is aligned both with urban regeneration, and with urban decay and gangland crime. Indeed, the Italian-Glaswegian community’s history was marked by poverty, hard labour and a struggle for acceptance, rather than the images of style and high culture that the Centre embodied.29 The first waves of emigration from Italy to Scotland took place from the 1860s, and initially many immigrants worked as street vendors selling plaster statuettes; by the early twentieth century, many had become cafe owners. The design of the Italian Centre drew on the design features of the Glasgow Italian café, which had become a familiar part of the urban landscape. However, although the Italian Centre celebrates many urban centres, a prominent cultural link has always existed between Glasgow and the Tuscan town of Barga.30 References to the long-standing Italian community recur in the three novels and in other texts as well, such as the autobiographies by Barghese-Glaswegian authors. Taken together, works from these different genres provide a multi-faceted critique of both urban regeneration projects and the ideas about Italian identities that are contained within them.

One facet of the Italian Centre’s regeneration project, as indicated by McIlvanney’s description, was ‘the restoration of the external fabric which has become precious to Glasgow’s awakened confidence’.31 David Paton similarly emphasised the physical and symbolic importance of cleaning or ‘lightening’ the buildings, and the similarly lightening effect on bystanders: ‘so, for some years, that cleaning went on…the net effect was one of
lifting the mood of the city’.  In his 2006 autobiography, *River of Memory; Memoirs of a Scots-Italian*, Italian-born Joe Pieri replicated this view of how Glasgow has been transformed from the ‘foggy city of dark tenements and darker factories’ of his 1920s childhood to the ‘modern and pleasant city we know today’. However, he links Paton’s ‘lightening effect’ to the Italian landscape of ‘blue skies and clean air’. This narrative dichotomy, like McIlvanney’s image of transcendence, links the physical lightening of the Italian Centre, and its lightening effect on bystanders, to the ‘Europeanisation’ of the city.  

Another key discourse in the account of the Italian Centre’s regenerative potential, which was highlighted by the architects and the reviewers, was its enabling of the idea of ‘living in the city’ through its mixed-use design of flats, shops and cafes. These ideas about the ‘ideal’ city were modelled on a more widely-held interest in re-making and re-branding Glasgow as a ‘cosmopolitan’ city, despite its diverse history as a multi-ethnic city, as its existing Italian population indicates. Johnny Rodger notes that one of the aims in fashioning Glasgow as a ‘city of festivals’ was to introduce associations of ‘culture, cosmopolitanism, entertainment, art, style and design’. The architect, David Paton, said that:

> it was a real desire to encapsulate what it meant to move into the city and be cosmopolitan, if that was suddenly now possible in Glasgow… The courtyard’s physical and symbolic links to other urban spaces enabled the Italian Centre to become a microcosm of the re-branded downtown area… The Merchant City was beginning to become, in people’s minds and imaginations, this idea of living in the city.

Two sales and marketing features on the upper-floor flats, ‘Scotland’s Homes’, and ‘Italian Style in Glasgow City Centre,’ evoked the images of being ‘hoisted clear’ of the past and of the imaginative ‘lightening effect’ in the bystander that Paton described: ‘high above the pedestrianised walk-way, the Italian Centre shows another face – the calmer world of gracious living…breathtaking views’ and ‘a flat in the prestigious Italian Centre, with its reminders of pavement life and Roman chic all around, is surely the model for city living. Even on a grey, wet day’. The implication is that the Centre’s ‘physical and symbolic links’ to Italy situated the residents as privileged urban spectators who observed, but were ultimately separated from, the street life, as McIlvanney’s narrator imagined the Princes Square elevator hoisting citizens from the past.
Indeed, David Paton explained how the Centre’s Italian signifiers joined up with developing ideas of Glaswegian ‘style’ and ‘quality’, and their commercial viability, rather than with any distinctive Italian-Glaswegian history:

He [Douglas Loan, the developer and co-financier] had seen something in London called the Swiss Centre…The City Chambers interior is only one example of a significant Italian influence on many aspects of Glasgow’s development. The development is seen to be one of quality of design at all levels and who better to complement this with their produce than the Italians who are renowned for their quality of design. So that was the idea, to give it some distinctive selling-angle, but one that meant something…It connected with the city’s history, but also connected with the idea of style….40

The concept of ‘style’ had been used in city marketing campaigns since the inception of the ‘Glasgow’s Miles Better’ campaign in 1983; it was frequently evoked to encapsulate all aspects of the Italian Centre’s cultural offerings. Indeed, in ‘Italian style in Glasgow’s City Centre’, the concepts of ‘Italian’ and ‘style’ were conflated: ‘from the Coliseum in Rome to the romantic waterways of Venice, the allure of Italy can be summed up in a single word – style’; and, echoing Sue Tranter’s comment about visual reminders of Italy on a grey, wet Glasgow day, another advertising brochure claimed that ‘the Centre is all about style and flair…no wonder that visiting the Italian Centre has been described as a feeling of entering Italy itself’.41 In the architectural press, similar discourses were invoked when Dan Cruickshank did not elaborate on the specificity of Glaswegian-Italian connections, conflated a homogenised notion of Italianness with style or the ‘best’ design, and noted the marketability of this formulation: ‘Glasgow has a long and curious association with Italy…[the Centre contains] the best traditional Italian urban life and design. The idea has worked from a commercial point of view’.42

Thus for many viewers and advertisers the Centre seemed to represent what has been called the ‘mobilisation of the spectacle’, whereby the ‘ideal’ or gentrified city embodies culture-led regeneration through architectural or sculptural display and its promotion.43 As Booth and Boyle have noted, this can be at the expense of social regeneration. Only some of the Italian Centre’s cultural offerings were available to all citizens – the quick cappuccino, or the public sculptures, which I will discuss shortly. In this respect, the visual appeal of particular signifiers of ‘Italianness’ constitute a form of spectacular urbanism: images of the Italian
Centre could be reproduced and circulated in city marketing brochures and did not, in fact, link to the city’s Italian history. As McIlvanney stated, these images hoisted Glasgow clear of its Italian-influenced past. The next section will illustrate how Campbell’s novel critically examines the idea that cosmopolitanism can potentially develop a wide range of national heritages – such as Italian-Glaswegian identities – and that some of the effects of globalisation, such as consumerism and new architectural styles, can achieve similar aims.

Pedestrian streets and private urban realms

Several reviews of the Italian Centre emphasised the creation of the internal courtyard, which was overlooked by the flats and commercial units, but remained open to the streets. Paton described the functional plan for the courtyard - ‘cutting out the space in the middle…allowed flats to be formed all around at the upper level, and shops and bars and cafes at ground level’ – which then enabled ‘this artistic idea that we could make a place that in itself was embryonic of a little city’. The creation of this space, which contained sculptures and a fountain, was also integral to the visual pleasures of the aforementioned flat-dwellers. Johnny Rodger also observed that this scheme helped to re-envision the uses of courtyards: ‘which in Glasgow were formerly used only for dumping household rubbish. In this way a private urban realm was created as an alternative to a suburban garden’.

However, Paton outlined how the (semi)-open courtyard was designed to function as both a public and private urban realm, to balance the needs of residents and the wider public:

So you’ll see there are gates and a lot of thought and discussion went into the gates, and how they’d be closed, who would close them. The idea was that after 8pm, the courtyard became a quiet place for the residents; they had sole access to the courtyard after that time. Ideally if you’re going north-south, you can nip through the Italian Centre, maybe buy something, or stop for a coffee as you go. That was seen as being really important, to invite people in during the day…the other thing about the outside-and it was quite a significant change – was to close off John Street….

This account also alludes to the pedestrianisation of John Street; this development also enabled the creation of shop and café units, by extending the outdoor space. The Centre was
quickly nicknamed ‘mini-Milan’ for its high-end designer stores. Paton described Douglas Loan’s determination to persuade ‘the shops – Armani and Versace…amazingly both came and that really helped – if you want to get two names in that would help you fill the rest of the units, those were them’.\(^{47}\) The inception and development of the Centre, then, was informed by notions of cultural value whose expression of the ideal city extended to an elite, market-driven economy via ‘high-value’ brands such as Armani and Versace. Inevitably, then, many citizens were excluded from the pleasures of shopping at the Italian Centre and the new design features meant that it could be difficult to ‘nip through’ the Centre.

Campbell’s \textit{The Twilight Time} provides a critique of the pedestrianised and shopping areas in the Italian Centre, through its use of the ‘police procedural’ genre which depicts multiple day-to-day operations, including a range of characters using the Centre. The main protagonist, Sergeant Anna Cameron, is a third-person narrator, and although the use of free indirect discourse encourages identification with her individual perspective, the choice of narrative style also enables the entry of other voices, discourses and marketing slogans. In this novel, the ‘regenerated’ Merchant City does not engage ordinary citizens who can neither find employment in traditional industries, nor afford the new flat conversions, or the boutique shopping:

\begin{quote}
Shiny hotels and office blocks exclaimed skywards over empty factories and decaying docks. Continental bistros sat next to fern-clad, piss-stink closes; and nearly every boutique had its own Big Issue seller outside. Enough boutiques to make Glasgow the shopping capital of Scotland too.\(^{48}\)
\end{quote}

In this landscape where poverty and conspicuous consumption exist literally side-by-side, the lure of the ‘boutique’ provides the impetus for a visit to the Italian Centre by Anna and her police colleagues:

‘All sisters together’. Derek’s voice came, muffled, through the wall. ‘C’mon then gorgeous. Let’s hit the shops and you can try out your charm on the salesgirls. I’m wanting a polis discount at Slessingers, and you’re the boy to get it.’

‘Piss off’. That must be Alex. ‘That’s an old man’s shop. We’ll hit the Italian Centre’.

‘That’s a bloody pedestrian district. Nae chance of getting a turn there’.
‘So we’ll tell her we went on shoplifting patrol instead. …..Right, move it. We’re going to Slessingers – via the multi-storey…’

In this exchange, further contrasts are created between the Italian Centre and the ‘old man’s shop’, whose typical lower-middle class customer can be inferred from the ‘polis discount’; and between the ‘multi-storey’ and the ‘bloody pedestrian district’. This novel presents a more negative view of pedestrianisation, as obstructive to citizens who require access to other city routes for (in this case, police) work, and for more affordable shops. The Centre, then, is financially and physically inaccessible to many citizens.

The Italian Centre re-appears in The Twilight Time, unnamed but clearly identifiable, when Anna arrives early for a meeting with a corrupt city councillor at the nearby City Chambers. David Paton recalls that the proximity of the original warehouses to the flagship City Chambers building, in George Square, provided the initial impetus to redevelop the site:

I think somebody suggested that something needed [to be] done with it… and in common with the rest of Merchant City, no one was doing anything with these buildings...they were all pretty low-grade, not of interest…but at that point, Glasgow was just beginning to change. In 1988, Glasgow held the Garden Festival and people began to look at Glasgow in a different way.

Once more, though, this narrative of progress through architectural restoration is undermined by its literary representation, in which the hint of political corruption extends to the urban surroundings:

The bar’s faux-French frontage opened off a faux-Italianate courtyard that was really just a paved street. A scattering of tables sat hopeful outside, surrounding a winged statue of a naked winged god. In true Glaswegian style, someone had stuck a traffic cone on his head. This could have been forgiven as ironic urban éclat, if they hadn’t also squished the remains of a pizza round his naked, bronzed buttocks.

Here, the ‘paved street’ is foregrounded once more, this time as another example of the ‘faux’ nature of regeneration projects, which do not necessarily aid social regeneration. Campbell’s narrator hones in on the ground-level statue of Mercury – the ‘naked winged god’ – as one of these ‘faux’ signifiers of cosmopolitanism. In many narratives, these artworks were similarly identified with the stylish urban spectacle for passers-by and television viewers: ‘the use of
sculpture…reminds those passing of the shared and rich decorative traditions of Glasgow and Italy…and formed the backdrop for fashion shoots and television dramas’.  

However, these works also drew widespread praise from the arts and architectural press, who were debating the role of public art in urban regeneration projects. Cruickshank’s review in *Architects’ Journal* foregrounded ‘this remarkable marriage of art and architecture’, while the Whitfield Partnership, Dundee commented that ‘the Italian Centre remains an outstanding example of how enlightened developers, sensitive architects and creative artists can combine to create a piece of urban regeneration that would be a source of pride to any city’. In their work on public art in Glasgow, Sharp, Pollock and Paddison have discussed how some sculptures, such as the Donald Dewar statue on Buchanan Street, have been vandalised and that such reactions indicate how their ‘meaning, for the self and more specifically the self as citizen, can be read as more or less inclusive’ depending on how the monuments are situated and interpreted, and the degree of consultation that has taken place about their installation.  

Lindsay Callander, writing in *Art Review*, echoed Cruikshank’s view that ‘the Italian Centre in Glasgow…is much lauded as a perfect example of art and architecture in perfect accord’ and this praise was focussed on the fact that the developers ‘involved artists and craftsmen from the outset, and devoted an amazing 8% of the budget to artworks’. Callander’s concern was about the ‘quality’ of public art which should ‘create a more stimulating environment, strengthen the image of a company or the identity of a community’. However, Callander notes that local communities are often not consulted about the works, and there is no documentation to indicate that such consultation took place for the Italian Centre.  

Nevertheless, these works are available for public viewing, at street and high levels, and are also integrated into the individual units, including the flats. This means that the artworks are also available for a range of creative re-interpretations by the public. To return to Campbell’s novel, ‘in true Glaswegian style, someone had stuck a traffic cone on his [Mercury’s] head. This could have been forgiven as ironic urban *eclat*, if they hadn’t also squidged the remains of a pizza round his naked, bronzed buttocks’. This account echoes earlier newspaper articles, including one that depicted Alexander Stoddart working on his statue, while the journalist speculated on ‘the object in Mercurious’s right hand. Although it resembles a half-eaten cornetto, and some might argue that appropriate for a figure intended to conjure up ice-cream crazy Italy, it is in fact a bag of money’; and a photograph accompanied by the headline ‘Debra Hart of Page and Park Architects stands beside an illuminated Christmas tree designed in the shape of a cone in Glasgow’s Italian Centre courtyard’. In these examples,
anonymous citizens worked alongside the sculptor, architect, journalist and novelist to re-interpret the site; and, as I indicated earlier, these intrusions of pizza and ice-cream mark the presence of the Italian-Glaswegian community. In the next section, the contested representations of the café will be examined.

From the margins to the Centre: the Italian-Glaswegian café

The café was integral to the Italian Centre’s vision of continental living, and ‘pavement life’. The sales advertising for the apartments emphasised their proximity to the cafes, which opened to the semi-public courtyard and the streets, and the possibilities for leisurely urban spectatorship: ‘the outer piazza permits visitors to sit at open-air tables sipping cappuccinos and watching the world go by’ and ‘perhaps the only pitfall to life here would be the temptations awaiting down below, like idling over a morning cup of alfresco coffee on the pavement’.58 In his account of the first café at the Italian Centre, David Paton observed that ‘there was an indigenous Italian community who’d been here for many years now – they were here, and already in fashion, the cafes and shops…we had this nostalgic and slightly romantic idea of the shop-owner coming out, opening the gates in the morning, and raising the glass canopy’.59 As Paton’s comments illustrate, then, the architects of the Italian Centre were also developing their vision from the Italian-Glaswegian inhabitants of their city: from their impact on its built environment (‘cafes and shops’) and the real or imagined traditions that were attached to these places (‘romantic’ and ‘nostalgic’ rituals surrounding gates and canopies). Paton indicates that the idea of the canopy was transformed to evoke, once more, the visual pleasures of Italy: this time, by bringing the outdoors inside, and locating the customer as both a spectator and participant in a faux-rural scene – ‘in the café, there was this idea that you were sitting in a forest and that all the walls and columns would be clad in veneer timber and leaves would be cut into this, in the canopy above you and as the leaves fell, they turned in colour and became copper…’60 However, Joe Pieri and Bruno Sereni provide accounts of Italian Glasgow café life in their autobiographical accounts that attach these traditions and design features to very different forms of social experience and urban spectatorship. These accounts are echoed in the novels, which were written at a similar period, and in which the Italian cafes problematize the discourses of regeneration and cosmopolitanism that were represented by the Italian Centre.
Pieri’s works demonstrate a sophisticated awareness of the constructed nature of Italian-Glaswegian identity, and the ways in which language constructs places and identities. In *Tales of the Savoy*, he foregrounds these issues by using a semi-autobiographical first-person narrator - a café-owner named Mario – while in *River of Memory* he foregrounds the linguistic construction of memory, and his dual national identity, through the titular image of the river Clyde. Pieri also contrasts the Italian household business with the Glaswegian separation of home (‘tenement’) and work (‘factory’), and the development of the family café and shop is an attempt to unite the two and to create an Italian-Glaswegian place: ‘…for that was the dream of every Italian immigrant: to have a business of your own, and to own a home of your own’. The Pieris’ first café was near the city centre, at Crown Street. This relatively central location was unusual, according to Sereni: ‘the first shops owned by the Barghigiani of Glasgow were all located in the poorest quarters of the city. They were not really shops so much as tiny rooms and cellars’. Sereni’s book of articles, *They Took the Low Road* (1974), provides a general history of the triumphant progress of the café-owners to the city centre:

‘the conditions of the Glasgow Barghigiani gradually improved as they moved from the outskirts of the city to the centre…by the turn of the century families from Barga were running some of the most important restaurants in town’ and ‘in under 50 years, with great courage and initiative, they graduated from rudimentary shops in the slum quarters to more luxurious establishments in Sauchiehall Street and the city centre, with lots of mirrors on the walls, wooden partitions and leather-covered seats’.  

Pieri’s works provide a more nuanced account of the Italian-Glaswegian café-owners’ social and spatial positions. Despite its central location, the Crown Street café remained a haven for marginalised citizens: Pieri recalls that during the General Strike, crowds of striking workers *en route* to protest meetings in George Square would seek refuge from police brutality in their café. The Savoy Café was on the ‘edge of the city centre’ on the corner of Renfrew and Hope Streets, but Pieri, unlike Sereni, emphasizes the marginal position of this area, situated between the artistic centres, and the central bus and train stations that were the haunts of street prostitutes and gang members. The café was the ‘focal point for all this low-life…it was situated on the edge of cinema and theatreland, and surrounded by a sea of public houses’. Pieri thus describes the café as a fluid and borderline space, which was ‘transformed’ at different times of day, depending on whether theatre-goers or criminals were frequenting it.
The hybrid identity and marginal position of the cafes and their owners continue to symbolize various forms of exclusion. The Savoy cafe was situated adjacent to the location of McIvanney’s narrator, when he muses on the regenerated city centre: ‘the Concert Hall on Buchanan Street, the Versace store in the Italian Centre…you could feel that you had left it all behind, the gangs and the grime, the ice-cream wars, the maudlin squalor’. While McIlvanney implicitly invokes the social realities of the Glasgow Italian cafe in this passage, Campbell’s novel moves from the aborted shopping trip at the Italian Centre to the setting of Capaldi’s cafe to explore themes of ethnicity and gender, in relation to social exclusion. In *The Twilight Time*, the infestation of less prestigious cultural activities into central and monumental sites is strongly linked to the Italian-Glaswegian community, both through the ‘squidging’ of pizza onto the Italian Centre’s ‘naked winged god’, the opening of an ice-cream cafe in an Alexander Greek Thomson building, and attacks on female sex workers.

Sergeant Anna Cameron is investigating the slashing of prostitutes’ faces and this novel’s themes, and imagery, are inflected with a distinctly female perspective that further modifies its concerns with class, ethnicity and urban regeneration. As Anna traverses the city, Glasgow is frequently personified as marginal female characters in narratives about its development. The unregenerated city is a working-class woman who ‘sprawled and lollled, taking up more than its fair share of the west of Scotland, like a fat woman on the bus’, the typical inhabitant of ‘post-war schemes, built over stately homes and green fields’. But it is also a decaying middle-class Victorian lady: ‘from a distance, all the terraces had the same grandeur. Up close, they were faded and gappy – like a genteel widow’s teeth’. The intersecting disadvantages of class, gender, ethnicity and decay are embodied in the person of Mrs Capaldi, whose cafe on London Road is situated, like Pieri’s, at the boundary of the city centre. This cafe also retains the traditional interiors that Pieri’s and Sereni’s autobiographies describe: ‘mirrored splendour…A museum piece of wooden booths and marble counters, the cafe served the best ice cream in the city’. Mrs Capaldi’s initially humorous antics – shouting at customers who refuse to pay - lead to fights and threats of assault charges, echoing Pieri’s accounts of rough cafe life and ambivalent relations with the police.

Furthermore, the constant references to their broken English links the Capaldis both to the other ethnic minority groups in the novel, such as an elderly Polish murder victim and Mrs Jarmal, and to the sex workers: Anna thinks, when talking to some Scottish members of the latter group, ‘did these women speak a different language to her? Had she missed something
Another Italian character, Mrs Iannucci, also becomes linked to the sex workers when her daughter goes missing and is suspected of working as a prostitute.

These groups, then, are linked, and marginalised by, their varying degrees of ethnic, classed, linguistic and gendered alienation from the dominant cultural discourses of Glaswegian identity, and the Italian-Glaswegian café similarly remains at the margins of the regenerated city centre. However, many of its decorative features (such as wooden interiors) and foodstuffs (ice-cream) were adapted for the purposes of visual display and consumption. The autobiographies and novels attempt to recover the subjectivity of the café owners, for whom this space represents the site of a precarious cosmopolitan identity which is alternately threatened and co-opted.

**The 2014 Commonwealth Games and the regeneration game**

Liam McIlvanney’s *Where The Dead Men Go* and Alex Gray’s *The Bird That Did Not Sing* situate their stories and characters within the wider narrative arc of the development of the 2014 Commonwealth Games. Glasgow’s successful bid to host the Games led to ambitious aims for the regeneration of the city’s East End through the construction of new housing, sporting and cultural facilities; a sizeable cultural programme also accompanied the Games. The novels make explicit links between these regenerative aims, trans-national crime and social injustice, and thus explore what Marie-Odile Pittin-Hedon has described as the evolution of ‘post-national identity’ and the impacts of globalisation and devolution on the formal and thematic preoccupations of the novel. All of the novels discussed in this essay also belong to the broader category of Glasgow crime fiction, and, like many of these works, draw on Gothic or ‘Tartan Noir’ themes to personify a divided city, and to depict a range of official crimes and equally murky moral transgressions. Crime writers, as Peter Clandfield notes, often engage directly with recent urban developments such as the Games project, and thus ‘make effective use of architecture in the construction of their variations on the structural conventions of the crime genre’ and ‘connect individual urban crimes to less directly violent kinds of spatial and environmental injustice’.

McIlvanney’s novel forms the second part of his ‘Conway Trilogy’ and features the *Glasgow Tribune* crime reporter, Gerry Conway. He is investigating the murder of a fellow journalist and becomes embroiled in a wider investigation of gangland rivalries. Set in late 2011,
Shortly after the Scottish National Party’s election success, the novel reflects on the significance of this historical moment for Glaswegian identity as Conway, formerly a political journalist, juxtaposes his reflections on the ‘map of a foreign country…SNP yellow’, the upcoming Independence referendum, and early preparations for the Games.\textsuperscript{74} The novel ends on a relatively optimistic note, with Conway’s successful prevention of the awarding of Games building contracts to gang chiefs. Gray’s work, which features her serial detective, Detective Superintendent Lorimer, was marketed specifically as a ‘Commonwealth Games’ novel.\textsuperscript{75} It begins exactly one year before the opening ceremony, in August 2013, with an explosion in Stirlingshire that is linked to a terrorist threat to the Games, and to an international sex-trafficking operation, which both culminate at the Opening Ceremony. Her title is an allusion to the Glasgow coat of arms – ‘this is the bird that never flew’ – and the symbol is used for various characters to indicate the complexities of social and cultural integration, alternately symbolising linguistic, physical and cultural freedom and limitations.

As they walk through an intricately mapped Glasgow, McIlvanney’s and Gray’s situated protagonists interpret the marketing discourses shaping the Games and juxtapose it with their own urban experiences. Conway is a first-person narrator, and a former public relations consultant, and thus the novel is saturated with his knowing voice and shrewd interpretations. After musing on the new Scottish political map, he flags a cab and sees the Games logo on the seat: ‘the green G, in its coloured rings’ and considers that he returned to investigative journalism because ‘I got sick of PR’.\textsuperscript{76} Gray’s novel is written in the third person, and juxtaposes sections of free indirect discourse from a range of characters besides Lorimer, enabling access to the thoughts of the terrorists, the trafficked women and the Games enthusiasts. Both novels foreground the variety of ‘stories’ about the city, told in taxicabs by illegal immigrants and by award-winning reporters writing books about Glasgow gangs.

In Gray’s novel, one of the less self-aware narrators is Gayle, who lives and works in the Merchant City, at the Games headquarters in Albion Street. She is dating one of the terrorist gang, who, unbeknown to her, is using her to acquire information. She enthusiastically promotes the Games’ visual rhetoric, which is likened by another, more critical narrative voice to an attempt to bombard the senses and obliterate alternative interpretations: ‘posters and banners with the ubiquitous grinning mascot…everyone seemed to have fallen under its spell. There were banners all over the Merchant City; and Clyde, that flaming mascot, its stupid thistle face…a sop for the masses…but Gayle loved it’.\textsuperscript{77} Other narrators reproduce the speeches of local politicians on the supposed long-term benefits of the new Games sites. In
Gray’s novel, it is reported that ‘the athletes’ village would provide over six hundred homes for the city’s East End, where the regeneration programme had been enthusiastically waved in front of its citizens’, rather like the Games mascot;78 while in McIlvanney’s work, a Radio Scotland news programme reports that the corrupt Council leader sold East End lots for ‘one pound’ to developers, and the ‘city’s arm’s length construction company’ then bought the land back at ‘inflated sums’ to build the athletics complex.79 Both novels, then, engage directly with ongoing criticisms of the East End regeneration programme: Glasgow City Council similarly sold land at high prices to private companies on the basis of expected profits80 and many East End ‘citizens’ received compulsory purchase orders for their homes. One case that received wide publicity was that of an Italian-Glaswegian family, the Jaconellis, whose tenement flat was demolished to make way for the athletes’ village and its elite international visitors.81

Within this context, various fictional characters are deployed to connect past and present discourses, and spaces, of regeneration and national identity. In Gray’s novel, the Italian Centre and the Games are connected via Gayle, whose urban walking-route regularly includes the Centre: ‘Gayle had seen an expensive black dress in a shop window as she had strolled along past the Italian Centre, something that would look good at the opening ceremony’.82 As in Campbell’s novel, the main signifier of the Centre is the ‘expensive’ visual pleasure of window-shopping. This sensual luxury is reinforced by the preceding passage, which features Gayle’s remembrance of a love-making session that incorporates another luxurious-sounding product, ‘Elixir Sensual’; and, in the following passage, by a memory of her terrorist partner’s head-turning appearance in a kilt at a Burns Supper.83 It seems, then, a range of national styles can be appropriated (at a price) by Glasgow’s citizens, and worn at the multi-nation Games.84 However, the identification of cosmopolitan nationhood with style and consumption is complicated when Gayle next looks longingly at a product of the Italian Centre. At the Games headquarters, she is interviewed by a journalist who is ‘half-Asian, possibly’, and who asks her about the increase in human trafficking during the Games: ‘and she was wearing that bright yellow dress Gayle had seen in the Italian Centre, the one Cameron had laughed at when he’d seen the price tag’.85 This characterisation of a Glaswegian professional woman of indeterminate racial origin - who can afford designer clothes and has links with the ‘Centre for Social Justice’ - hints at the successful integration of different national heritages in her own life history, and a concern for social regeneration that is not separated from cultural consumption.
However, this passage is followed by a description of the rape of a trafficked girl, and Gray’s novel is generally cynical about the effectiveness of arts and culture in social regeneration. After noting the official message that ‘part of the remit of the Commonwealth Games is to provide cultural experiences for all the visitors to Scotland’, the novel reveals that Lorimer’s old girlfriend has murdered her husband due to his involvement with an African theatre troupe that aided the trafficking of Nigerian girls; and that one of these girls, Asa, is marked by a piece of Pictish tattoo art, which signals her identity as a Glaswegian-Nigerian slave. This passage about Asa is juxtaposed with a section that signals a divided urban consciousness which can be exacerbated by the slogans of regeneration:

Most of the citizens of Glasgow did not regard their city as a hotbed of human trafficking, despite it being the fifth most popular place in the UK for such criminal activity. It was their Dear Green Place, the former City of Culture, Glasgow’s Miles Better being a logo that had filled its folks with pride.

This roll-call of logos indicates how city marketing discourses are perceived to have shaped imaginings of Glasgow, as well as the actual physical transformations that were imposed on the city. The Italian Centre similarly remains an important ‘logo’ or motif, as well as an important location, for narratives that seek to question the aims of urban regeneration. The eclectic and postmodern approach of the architects to their restoration project led to a collage of Italianate styles and themes, and thus the Italian Centre prompts questions about the shifting relationships between a civic/national ‘centre’ and its outskirts, between cultural and commercial imperatives, about place and cultural formation, and about how national and Glaswegian identities are constructed in a European, devolved and globalised nation. It is inevitable, then, that the Italian Centre is a contested terrain, and continues to be incorporated into new narratives about the purposes and meanings of culture-led urban regeneration in the twenty-first century.
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